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[1] The question of whether or not the volume of the tropical Pacific changes over the
course of an El Nin˜o event has potentially important consequences for our understanding
of the dynamical mechanisms responsible for El Nin˜o-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
events. In this study, we examine the volume variability of the tropical Pacific, defined as
the areal integral of the sea surface height variability, using TOPEX/Poseidon altimetric
sea surface heights and the output of a numerical model. We find that volume gradually
builds up in the tropical Pacific prior to a typical ENSO event and rapidly decreases
during the event due to volume flux out of the tropics. However, our results confirm the
findings of previous studies showing that volume change over the entire tropical
Pacific does occur on ENSO timescales, but that this variability is small when compared to
the volume redistribution within the tropical Pacific. In particular, there is a large volume
flux into and out of the equatorial waveguide. Furthermore, we find that the volume
variability of the tropical Pacific during ENSO can be almost entirely accounted for by
variations in the temperature field. INDEX TERMS: 4215 Oceanography: General: Climate and
interannual variability (3309); 4522 Oceanography: Physical: El Nin˜o; 4556 Oceanography: Physical: Sea
level variations; KEYWORDS: El Nin˜o, interannual variability, sea level, tropical Pacific, volume
Citation: Holland, C. L., and G. T. Mitchum, Interannual volume variability in the tropical Pacific, J. Geophys. Res., 108(C11), 3369,
doi:10.1029/2003JC001835, 2003.
1. Introduction
[2] Bjerknes [1969] was the first to recognize that the El
Nin˜o and the Southern Oscillation phenomena are coupled,
and involve a feedback cycle between the atmosphere and
the ocean. He pointed out that oceanic warming in the
eastern equatorial Pacific would be associated with a
decrease in the zonal pressure gradient (typically quantified
by the Southern Oscillation Index, or SOI) and a decrease in
the intensity of the zonal Walker circulation of the atmo-
sphere. In his view, the sea surface temperature (SST)
changes in the eastern tropical Pacific that we refer to as
ENSO have far-reaching effects in the atmosphere, which in
turn affect the eastern Pacific SST. Once begun, such a
scenario is self-sustaining through a positive feedback
mechanism. Anomalously warm eastern Pacific sea surface
temperatures (SST) lead to a decreased atmospheric zonal
pressure gradient, which weakens the winds and decreases
the upwelling in the eastern Pacific, thus further increasing
the SST. We call the coupled system El Nin˜o-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO).
[3] This idea was modified by Wyrtki [1975], who argued
that ENSO events are not reliably tied to local changes in
the wind stress in the Eastern Pacific. Instead, he suggested,
fluctuations in the trade winds of the central equatorial
Pacific initiate Kelvin wave pulses, which propagate east-
ward, carrying warm water and deepening the thermocline
in the eastern equatorial Pacific. This deepening of the
thermocline then leads to the increased SST. Schopf and
Harrison [1983] performed modeling experiments and
showed that such Kelvin wave pulses could produce
ENSO-like conditions, comparable to observed events, as
long as the mean state of the ocean before the event
included easterly trade winds and a cold tongue of water
extending from the eastern boundary.
[4] This type of description of ENSO soon led to insight
into the timescales of the irregular oscillation. Cane and
Zebiak [1985] examined the periodicity of events, and
determined that the necessary elements for initiating and
terminating events were to be found solely within the
tropical Pacific. They found that elevated heat content
within the equatorial Pacific is a necessary precursor to an
El Nin˜o event, so that if the heat content is below or at
normal levels, an event will not occur. Cane and Zebiak
[1985] argue that this requirement can help explain the
temporal irregularity of El Nin˜o events. Zebiak and Cane
[1987] produced a coupled atmospheric and oceanic model
that exhibited skill in simulating ENSO events, and again
found that above normal heat content in the equatorial
Pacific was a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for
an ENSO event. The latter qualifier means that the heat
content value cannot be used as a predictor of events.
[5] Schopf and Suarez [1988], with their delayed oscilla-
tor paradigm for ENSO, explicitly tied the temporal spacing
of ENSO events to equatorial wave propagation. They
argued that the timing is inherent in the system, and they
were able to simulate ENSO-like variability in a coupled
model with no external time-dependent forcing. The timing,
they argued, could be explained by the speeds of oceanic
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wave propagation. The delay between the wind anomalies
in the central equatorial Pacific and the SST response in the
eastern equatorial Pacific is due to the transit time of
eastward propagating, downwelling Kelvin waves. The
warm phase of ENSO, which includes positive feedback
between the atmosphere and ocean, is then shut down some
time later. This lagged shutdown is due to the westward
propagating Rossby waves, initiated in the central Pacific at
the same time as the faster Kelvin waves. The Rossby
waves propagate to the western boundary, and their energy
reflects back to the east as upwelling Kelvin waves, undoing
the work of the first (downwelling) Kelvin waves. This
basic mechanism does not require reflections at the eastern
boundary of the basin, and such reflections were found to be
unimportant, although we note that Picaut et al. [1996,
1997] later refuted this result. Later, Schopf and Suarez
[1990] expanded on these ideas and showed that the
westward propagating Rossby wave could be greatly atten-
uated, down to 20% of its original amplitude, and the
system would still oscillate appropriately. They also found
that the zonal extent of the wind anomaly patch was not
important, and that increasing the meridional extent led to
the generation of higher meridional mode Rossby waves
that led to a longer delay time, but not to a change in the
amplitude of the oscillation.
[6] These ideas have been extended and refined in a
number of studies. For example, Battisti [1989] examined
the effect of off-equatorial waves in this picture, and found
that they were a result of, not a cause of, the ENSO event.
Off-equatorial Rossby waves form when the Kelvin waves
reflect from the eastern boundary, but these did not appear to
make any contribution to the Kelvin wave which later
returned from the western boundary region. Battisti and
Hirst [1989] were also able to simulate ENSO-like events
using these dynamics, but only if the ocean basin was at least
13,000 km wide (because wave reflections at the western
boundary are critical in the timing). They also found that the
basic (i.e., pre-event) state of the system is a crucial factor,
which helped to explain why ENSO events are roughly
phase-locked to the annual cycle. Neelin [1990] looked at the
degree of coupling between the ocean and atmospheric
components of coupled models, and found that ENSO events
do not occur (the system is stable) in insufficiently coupled
systems. As the coupling is increased, the system undergoes
a Hopf bifurcation, and ENSO events begin to occur. The
amplitude, period, and eastward extent of the events
increases as the coupling is further increased until finally,
at very high degrees of coupling, the system undergoes
another bifurcation and ENSO becomes unstable, which
could have implications for the predictability of ENSO.
[7] The delayed oscillator paradigm for ENSO, which
makes the role of equatorial wave dynamics paramount, has
become generally accepted, and has led to significant
progress in predicting ENSO. At the same time, however,
evidence suggests that factors outside of the equatorial
waveguide may be important in driving and maintaining
ENSO events. Recent studies about the role of meridional
transports well outside of the waveguide suggest that further
progress might be possible, and this motivates the analyses
presented here.
[8] In an early study, Wyrtki [1985] used data from a
network of tide gauges in the tropical Pacific to estimate the
variability of what he refers to as the warm water volume of
the tropical Pacific. He used the areal integral of sea level
variability to estimate this volume variability via a 1.5-layer
approximation for the Pacific basin between 15S and 15N,
and Figure 1 shows the updated volume time series obtained
using his method. He found that the volume tended to build
up gradually in the tropical Pacific prior to ENSO warm
events, and then was dramatically reduced during the course
of the event. From this, he reasoned that ENSO warm
events act to ‘‘flush’’ warm water out of the tropical Pacific
to higher latitudes. Mitchum [1987] showed evidence that
large-scale winds, both zonal and meridional, could be used
to form an improved index of ENSO. This is because off-
equatorial wind anomalies, which were consistent with the
Gill atmosphere response [Gill, 1980] to equatorial heating
anomalies, can serve to increase convergence of warm water
into the equatorial Pacific. This convergence of warm water
can feed the eastward Kelvin waves without depleting the
warm water of the western Pacific. Later, Perigaud et al.
[1997, 2000] also found that off-equatorial wind anomalies
could have significant impact on the progression of ENSO.
With the Zebiak and Cane [1987] model, ENSO-like
behavior could be simulated even in the absence of such
off-equatorial wind anomalies, but the resulting simulated
oscillations died out within a few years. In the Perigaud et
al. [1997, 2000] study, model runs produced sustained
interannual variability only when meridional wind stresses
were included in the forcing, during both warm and cold
phases of ENSO.
[9] This work on the role of off-equatorial variability
on ENSO can be seen as laying the groundwork for a
modification to the ENSO paradigm, the equatorial ocean
recharge theory of Jin [1997a, 1997b]. In this view, the
thermocline anomaly is set up relatively quickly, as in
the delayed oscillator theory. This theory differs from the
delayed oscillator theory, though, in the importance of
meridional heat transport away from the equator by Rossby
waves. This meridional transport leads to negative anoma-
lies in thermocline depth and sea level when these quantities
were integrated zonally in the near-equatorial Pacific. A
cool anomaly forms along with this anomalously shallow
thermocline in the western Pacific. As this anomaly in turn
propagates to the east, the eastern Pacific thermocline
becomes anomalously shallow and cold water upwells to
Figure 1. Time series of warm water volume variability
between 15S and 15N (after Wyrtki [1985]). This series is
computed at the University of Hawaii Sea Level Center
(UHSLC) using tropical Pacific tide gauge records. Warm
water volume variability is proportional to the areal integral
of sea level and is computed via the 1.5-layer assumption
with a relative density difference of 0.005.
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the surface layer, and the warm event thus transitions to the
cold phase of the cycle (often referred to as La Nin˜a). Jin’s
equatorial ocean recharge paradigm is consistent with the
delayed oscillator model, but builds upon it. At about the
same time, Weisberg and Wang [1997] put forth the western
Pacific oscillator model, which further emphasizes the role
of off-equatorial SST anomalies in the far western Pacific.
This relation between western Pacific variability and ENSO
events is further explored by Wang et al. [1999], and further
evidence for the west Pacific oscillator’s dynamical impor-
tance is found by Hasegawa and Hanama [2003], using
heat content variability computed from upper ocean tem-
perature observations. Still more recently, Wang [2001] has
suggested a unified oscillator model. The physics of the
delayed oscillator, the western Pacific oscillator, and other
prior ENSO paradigms are included within this unified
oscillator model. Different terms dominate at different
times, explaining the observed variations from any one
event to another. This may provide a useful framework to
address the mechanisms behind ENSO, in which ENSO is
seen as a combination of many factors, one or more of
which may dominate the dynamics for the duration of any
particular event, depending on the background conditions.
[10] These alternative views of ENSO are built upon the
idea that conditions outside of the equatorial waveguide can
have significant impacts on ENSO variability. The under-
pinning of much of this is the idea of ENSO warm events
acting to move warm water out of the tropical Pacific to
higher latitudes, an idea first put forward by Wyrtki [1985].
Wyrtki [1985] computed the warm water volume variability
over 15S–15N, from the areal integral of sea level
variability from tide gauge data. The University of Hawaii
Sea Level Center (UHSLC) continues to compute this
product, using data up to the present time. Wyrtki’s results,
however, have been brought into question by more recent
studies that use Geosat altimetry [Miller and Cheney, 1990]
and numerical model simulations along with tide gauge data
[Springer et al., 1990]. Their results indicate that the
volume of the tropical Pacific is not affected by ENSO
events. Instead, they found that the volume very near the
equator decreases during events, but that this is countered
by volume increases that are still well within the tropics.
This recirculation occurred between the equatorial Pacific,
defined as 5S–5N [Springer et al., 1990] or as 8S–8N
[Miller and Cheney, 1990], and the northern equatorial
zone, which extended northward to 20N. These results
amount to a reinterpretation of the UHSLC volume curve as
the volume variability over a near-equatorial (5S–5N or
8S–8N) latitude band, rather than 15S–15N, as it was
interpreted by Wyrtki [1985]. Although this is within the
tropics, we note that it is still well outside the equatorial
waveguide.
[11] Miller and Cheney [1990] used altimetry data from
Geosat to reexamine the Wyrtki [1985] volume calculation.
Areal integrations of sea level variability computed from
satellite altimetry should be more reliable than those com-
puted from tide gauge data, as the spatial resolution is much
improved. However, Geosat data was not an ideal indicator
of ENSO variability [Wyrtki and Mitchum, 1990]. This is
largely due to errors in the water vapor correction, as
Geosat, unlike TOPEX/Poseidon, did not have an on-board
radiometer [Zimbelman and Busalacchi, 1990]. Of course,
the results of Springer et al. [1990], primarily from a
numerical model, are similar to those of Miller and Cheney
[1990]. We feel, however, that it is appropriate to start by
reexamining this question, using both the T/P altimetry and
an improved numerical model. From that point, we can
proceed to the primary goal of this study: to explore the
spatial patterns and dynamics of volume variability in the
tropical Pacific during ENSO events.
[12] The above discussion concerns the specific compu-
tation of volume described by Wyrtki [1985]. Regardless of
the correct interpretation of this computation, the underlying
question is still relevant and interesting. Does the volume of
the tropical Pacific, as a whole, vary over the course of an El
Nin˜o event? This has implications for our understanding of
the fundamental dynamics of ENSO, in light of the equa-
torial ocean recharge paradigm of Jin [1997a, 1997b]. We
will address this question using both T/P data and numerical
model results. We are also interested in what happens within
the tropical Pacific. Miller and Cheney [1990] and Springer
et al. [1990] found that the majority of the near-equatorial
volume change during ENSO is recirculated within the
tropics. How does this redistribution occur? What are the
spatial patterns (zonal and meridional) associated with
the redistribution? What are the dominant dynamics?
[13] We should also ask, of course, what are the under-
lying mass and heat transport pathways that give rise to the
observed volume variations of the tropical Pacific. That
question will be addressed in a later paper. This paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data used,
including the TOPEX/Poseidon altimetric sea surface height
data and the output of a numerical model, and the analysis
methods employed. This includes a precise definition of
what is meant by volume, and a careful identification of the
dynamics that can alter this volume. Section 3 presents our
results for a series of geographic regions. Section 3.1
concerns the dynamics of volume variability of the tropical
Pacific as a whole, section 3.2 addresses meridional redis-
tributions, section 3.3 simultaneously addresses meridional
and zonal redistribution patterns, and section 3.4 explores
the robustness of the results based on the numerical model.
The major conclusions are discussed and summarized in
section 4.
2. Data and Methods
[14] To begin with, we will address the results of Wyrtki
[1985] and their later reinterpretation by Miller and Cheney
[1990] and Springer et al. [1990]. That study integrated sea
level from a network of tide gauge stations in the Pacific
between 15S and 15N to form an estimate of tropical
Pacific water volume. We will reexamine the UHSLC
volume curve using TOPEX/Poseidon (T/P) altimetry data.
To facilitate integration of the altimetry over geographic
areas, we use a 1 gridded T/P product.
[15] The questions posed by this study require the avail-
ability of three-dimensional and time-varying fields of
velocity, temperature, and salinity. There are many types
of data available for the tropical Pacific, each of which meets
some of the requirements. Satellite data provide excellent
horizontal coverage, but only at the sea surface, and only for
a few years or 1 decade. Tide gauge records often have
longer records, but are again only a measure of surface
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properties and are sparse horizontally. Vertical profile data is
plentiful in the tropical Pacific due to the TOGA-TAO and
TOGA-COARE programs, but this again provides informa-
tion at only specific horizontal points. For this reason, the
current study primarily uses a numerical model based on the
Gent and Cane [1989] sigma-coordinate model, although
the model we use has been modified extensively. In its
present configuration, it is coupled to an atmospheric mixed
layer model [Murtugudde and Busalacchi, 1998; Seager and
Murtugudde, 1995], and includes the effects of salinity and
freshwater flux [Murtugudde et al., 1996]. Vertical mixing is
dealt with via the hybrid mixing scheme of Chen et al.
[1994] that simulates the wind stirring, shear instability, and
convective overturning mechanisms of vertical turbulent
mixing. This model is a sigma-coordinate model. There
are 20 active layers in the vertical, with a 21st layer assumed
to be infinitely deep, homogenous, and completely at rest.
The thickness of the mixed layer and the total thickness of
the remaining active layers are determined by the computa-
tion of horizontal divergences, and the individual thick-
nesses of vertical layers 2 through 20 are determined by
separating the total active layer thickness into layers that
have constant relative thicknesses. The vertical velocities
between the layers are determined by continuity. Tempera-
ture and salinity are computed in each layer from surface
forcing, vertical mixing, and horizontal transports, and the
horizontal velocities are computed from the momentum
equation. Dissipation is accomplished through a Shapiro
[1970] horizontal filter.
[16] What we refer to as volume in this study should be
interpreted as total volume over the water column. Assum-
ing that the seafloor is unchanging over the timescales we
are interested in, the volume variability is simply the
variability in sea level, integrated horizontally over some
region of interest. Alternatively, one could define volume as
the areal integral of the total thickness of the active layers in
the model that we employ. However, the temperature and
salinity within each layer are variable functions both of
horizontal location and of time, so such a measure of
volume would not have a clear and simple physical inter-
pretation. One could also attempt to compute volume as the
areal integral of the thickness of water above some isother-
mal or isobaric surface. This thickness, however, cannot
easily be resolved in this model, as temperature and density
are vertically constant within each layer and layers are
typically tens of meters thick. The interpretation of volume
variability that we use here, the areal integration of sea level
variability, is analogous to the warm water volume variabil-
ity used by other studies [Wyrtki, 1985; Miller and Cheney,
1990; Springer et al., 1990]. If one assumes a 1.5-layer
ocean, then our volume variability can be converted to the
warm water volume variability, which is the volume of
water above the thermocline, by multiplying by the relative
density difference between the warm and cold layers.
[17] In the model, the sea level is a diagnostic variable
that is computed from the vertical integral of the buoyancy,
which is inversely related to the density. The equation of
state in the model, which determines the density and hence
the buoyancy, is a fourth-order nonlinear equation of
temperature and salinity, and using this equation would
make it nearly impossible to separate the volume changes
due to heat, salt, and mass content. We therefore first asked
whether a linearized equation of state was a reasonable
approximation. To check this, volume time series for the
region 20S–20N in the Pacific were computed using both
the full model equation of state and a linear equation of state
with the coefficients selected by least squares. These two
time series were correlated to 0.99, and the volume series
from the linearized equation of state accounts for 94% of the
variance of the volume series from the full equation. This
variance percentage is increased to 96% if the mean
seasonal cycle is first removed from both time series. From
this point forward, therefore, sea level is computed from
h ¼ bHþ a
Z0
H
T dzþ b
Z0
H
S dz; ð1Þ
where H is the bottom interface depth of the lowest active
layer. The coefficients of heat and salt content are a =
0.25  103 K1 and b = 0.76  103 psu1. The
temperatures and salinities have been referenced to their
values in the lowest (inactive) model layer, which are Tref =
6 K and Sref = 35 psu, and the b coefficient is computed
from
b ¼ b0 þ aTref þ bSref ; ð2Þ
with b0 = 25  103.
[18] The model enforces conservation of mass (the con-
tinuity equation), heat, salt, and momentum. The vertically
integrated forms of the conservation equations for mass,
heat, and salt are of primary interest here, and these are
written
@H
@t
¼ r  eU; ð3aÞ
@
@t
¼ r eqþ 1
r0cp
Q; ð3bÞ
@
@t
¼ r  egþ S0 E Pð Þ; ð3cÞ
where
 ¼
Z0
H
T dz ð4Þ
is the heat content of the active model layers, and
 ¼
Z0
H
S dz ð5Þ
is the salt content of the active model layers. U˜, eq, and eg are
the horizontal transports of mass, heat, and salt, defined as
eU ¼ Z0
H
~u dz; ð6aÞ
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eq ¼ Z0
H
euT dz; ð6bÞ
eg ¼ Z0
H
euS dz; ð6cÞ
and H is again the total thickness of the active layers. Q is
the heat flux at the sea surface, S0 is the sea surface salinity,
and E-P is evaporation minus precipitation. These balances
are enforced every time step, but the resulting model fields
are output only once a month (every 720 model time steps).
At each horizontal point, the conservation equations (3)
cannot be used to exactly compute changes in mass, heat, or
salt content over a month from the horizontal transport
divergences and sea surface fluxes taken at a single discrete
time step. Instead, monthly averages of all flux quantities
present in such balance equations were computed and
output from the model. Even with monthly integrals of the
flux quantities, however, the balances are still not exact,
because of the effect of the Shapiro horizontal filter. This
effect is generally small, but in some areas the fluxes of
mass, heat, and salt are nearly horizontally non-divergent.
The total horizontal divergences, which determine the time
evolution of the system according to equations (3), are then
small values resulting from the nearly exact cancellation of
the large zonal and meridional divergences. After the
application of the Shapiro filter, the zonal and meridional
components of the flux divergences no longer balance as
closely. This leads to mismatches between the right-hand
side of equations (3), which is computed from the
divergences, and the temporal evolution on the left-hand
side. For the purposes of the present study, this effect is
simply noted and quantified. It occurs primarily in the
western boundary region and near the equator, where the
horizontal flows are the strongest.
[19] As discussed above, volume changes are determined
from the areal integral of the sea surface height deviations.
We form a diagnostic equation for the volume rate of change
over any geographic region by doing an areal integration of
the time derivative of equation (1) and substituting flux
terms for time derivatives using equations (3). The resulting
equation is
@V
@t
¼ b
ZZ
@H
@t
dAþ a
ZZ
@
@t
dAþ b
ZZ
@
@t
dA
¼ b

VN þ VS  UE þ UW:
ZZ
DH dA

þ a

qN þ qS  qE:þqW þ 1r0cp
ZZ
Q dA
ZZ
D dA

þ b

gN þ gS  gE þ gW:þ
ZZ
S0 E Pð ÞdA

ZZ
DdA

; ð7Þ
where V is the volume of the box, the subscripted U and V
terms are the vertically integrated zonal and meridional
mass transports, q is the horizontal heat transport, g is the
horizontal salt transport, the subscripts N, S, E, and W
reference fluxes across the northern, southern, eastern, and
western faces of the geographic box, respectively, and the
areal integral of D terms are the mismatches in the
continuity, heat, and salt balances due to the application
of the Shapiro filter.
[20] The model is spun up for 20 years using climatolog-
ical fields of wind stress, sea surface radiation, precipitation,
and cloud cover. After spin up, the model was run for
43 years. In this study, we are interested in the interannual
variability associated with the ENSO events during this time
period. Rather than comparing one event to another, how-
ever, we will focus on a composite event. The inter-event
variability is interesting, but our aim here is focus on
features common to all events. To isolate the typical
interannual signal, an ENSO composite is formed from
every time series, using the SOI as a guide. We isolated
interannual variability in the SOI by removing a 41-month
median filter from the SOI time series, and then computing
an 11-month median filter of the residual. This method
preserves 74% of the variance in the 2–7 year ENSO band,
while reducing the variance on timescales longer than
7 years or shorter than 2 years to 21% and 25%, respec-
tively. This filtering was done only on the SOI, to highlight
important El Nin˜o events. The volume time series were not
filtered in this manner. Four large El Nin˜o events, the 1972/
1973, 1982/1983, 1986/1987, and 1997/1998 events, have a
magnitude exceeding 1.5 times the standard deviation. The
ENSO composite of any time series is computed by aver-
aging four sections of the time series, 6 years in length and
centered on the month with the minimum SOI
corresponding to the four events listed above. Examples
for the volume tendency and volume time series over
several geographic boxes are shown in Figure 2. Over a
typical ENSO cycle from 1 year prior to the peak warming
until 1 year after the peak (as marked by the dots on Figure
2) the volume decreases over 20S–20N. This can further
be divided into a volume decrease over 5S–8N and
20S–5S, and a volume increase during the same time
period over 8N–20N.
[21] The importance of each term in equation (7), the
equation for the volume tendency, must be evaluated for
each geographic region. In this paper, we deal only with the
effect of each term on the composite ENSO event. We
wanted to reduce the composite time series of each term to
a single numerical value, and we employed two methods
for doing this. For convenience in presenting these two
methods, we first write the volume equation schematically
as
@V
@t
¼
X17
n¼1
@Vn
@t
; ð8Þ
where the 17 terms in the summation are from the right-
hand side of equation (7). The first method for computing
indices was to compute the covariance of each term with an
SOI probe,
l 1ð Þn ¼ 100% cov
@Vn
@t
;SOI
 ,
cov
@V
@t
;SOI
 " #
; ð9Þ
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where SOI is the composite SOI time series. Alternatively,
each time series was integrated over a 2-year period
centered on the peak of the ENSO event,
l 2ð Þn ¼ 100%
Zt
t
@Vn
@t
dt
, Zt
t
@V
@t
dt
24 35; ð10Þ
where t=1 year. These indices are dimensionless and serve to
determine the relative importance of each term in changing
the volume of a geographic box. That is, a large value for a
given ln indicates that the associated flux term in equation (7)
is important in the volume tendency at that location and
allows us to attribute the volume changes to specific
processes. These methods gave very similar results, and the
results given in the next section are from the first method.
3. Results
3.1. Tropical Pacific Volume Variability
[22] The UHSLC volume curve (Figure 1) has usually
been interpreted as the volume variability over the latitude
range 15S–15N, and shows a clear steady build-up in
volume prior to ENSO events and a sharp decrease during
the events [Wyrtki, 1985]. This conflicts with the evidence
of other studies, including Miller and Cheney [1990], who
found that volume is lost from a narrow zone around the
equator (8S–8N) but is recirculated within the tropics,
with a volume gain between approximately 8N and 20N
that cancels out the near-equatorial loss. The findings of
Springer et al. [1990] were similar to those of Miller and
Cheney [1990], but defined the near-equatorial band of
volume loss differently, as 5S–5N. These studies found
that the UHSLC 15S–15N volume curve is more correctly
interpreted as the volume over a smaller, near-equatorial
volume range. We begin by reevaluating this question using
the T/P altimetry data.
[23] The top panel of Figure 3 shows the UHSLC volume
compared to the T/P altimetry integrated over the Pacific
from 15S–15N. The agreement is less than satisfactory,
with a correlation of only 0.5. The UHSLC volume curve is
predominately interannual in character, while the integrated
T/P volume has a larger annual cycle. The UHSLC volume
curve actually agrees much more closely with the T/P
altimetry integrated over the Pacific between 6S and
6N, as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 3. The
correlation between these time series is 0.8. In fact, we
integrated the T/P altimetry over latitude ranges of varying
width about the equator. The correlation increases with
smaller and smaller bands about the equator for T/P,
suggesting that the UHSLC volume variability is dominated
by near-equatorial variability. The standard deviation of the
difference between the UHSLC and integrated T/P volumes
is at a minimum for the range 6S–6N. We confirm the
Figure 3. Time series of volume variability from T/P sea
surface heights (SSH) as compared to the volume (areal
integral of sea level, not warm water volume) from the
UHSLC. In the top panel, the solid line is the volume
computed from the integral of T/P SSH over the range
15S–15N. In the bottom panel, the solid line is the same,
but for the range 6S–6N. The dashed line in each is the
UHSLC volume. Correlation between the UHSLC volume
and the T/P volume increases as the latitude range for the T/P
volume in decreased, until it reaches and maintains its
maximum value, 0.8, for latitude ranges extending between
4 and 8 away from the equator. The standard deviation of
the difference is minimum when a latitude range of 5S–5N
or 6S–6N is used to compute the T/P volume.
Figure 2. Composite time series of volume tendency (left-
hand panels) and volume variability (right-hand panels).
These curves are from an areal integration over latitude
ranges indicated on the figure and from the eastern to
western zonal boundaries. The circles in the right-hand
panels indicate the volume within each box 12 months
before and after the peak of ENSO warming. The volume
decreases over this 2-year period in the tropical Pacific
(20S–20N), equatorial (5S–8N), and southern equator-
ial (20S–5S) boxes and increases over the same time
interval in the northern (8N–20N) box.
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findings of Miller and Cheney [1990] and Springer et al.
[1990] that the UHSLC time series is better interpreted as
the volume variability over the near-equatorial Pacific, and
suggest that the correct latitude range is approximately
6S–6N.
[24] The T/P heights are also useful for evaluating the
model results that we will primarily be using to examine the
dynamics of the volume variability in the tropical Pacific. If
we can establish that the model volume changes are
consistent with the T/P changes for the time period when
we have the T/P data, then we will have more confidence in
diagnosing the way in which the model accomplishes the
volume variations. To do this, the volume over a variety of
latitude ranges was compared between the model and the
areal integral of the T/P altimetry, and the results were
encouraging. The time series are shown in Figure 4. They
have comparable levels of variance, and the interannual
portions are correlated at 0.72 for the 20S–20N box, 0.90
for the 5N–20N box, and 0.80 for the 5S–5N box. The
correlation is lower (0.65) for the 20S–5S box, but that is
not surprising, as the interannual variability in that box is
low for both the model and the T/P altimetry. Both the
model and the T/P altimetry show a gradual build-up of
volume in the 20S–20N box prior to the 1997 El Nin˜o
event as well as a rapid volume decrease of approximately
1012 m3 during the event. We find that although the
calculation described by Wyrtki [1985] does not truly reflect
the volume variability over the entire tropical Pacific,
nevertheless the central idea of that paper appears to be
correct. On the basis of T/P altimetry data during the 1997
El Nin˜o event, the tropical Pacific as a whole does
gradually increase in volume prior to El Nin˜o events, and
this is countered by a sharp decrease in volume during the
event.
[25] In addition, empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs)
were computed from the zonally integrated sea level in both
T/P and the model to gauge whether the meridional redis-
tribution patterns were comparable. In each, the first two
modes accounted for approximately 75% of the variance
and captured the interannual and seasonal variability,
respectively, with comparable meridional patterns. The first
(interannual) mode, which accounts for over half of the
variance in both T/P and model, has a change in sign north
of the equator, at 5N for T/P and at 8N for the model,
indicating that interannual volume loss in the near-equato-
rial and southern tropics is at least partially compensated for
by volume gain north of this transition latitude. The
correlation between model and T/P is 0.80 temporally and
0.82 meridionally for this mode. The analogous correlations
for the second mode, which captures the seasonal variabil-
ity, are 0.62 temporally and 0.74 meridionally.
[26] The first question we will address is, how does the
volume of the tropical Pacific as a whole vary over an
ENSO warm event? We do see a sharp drop in volume over
15S–15N in the T/P altimetry data (Figure 3) for the 1997
strong ENSO warm event, although it is small when
compared to the volume drop from the near-equatorial
region. It is natural to use the numerical model to address
this, as we can not only examine volume variability within
any geographic box, we can also assess the importance of
mass, heat, and salt fluxes from one box to another from
equations (6), (9), and (10). We will start with the tropical
Pacific as a whole, and later we divide this into a series of
smaller geographic regions.
[27] We start by defining the tropical Pacific as extending
from 20S to 20N. The interannual volume variability over
this latitude range from the Gent and Cane [1989] model is
shown in Figure 5. The volume drops during El Nin˜o events
range between 1.5 and 3  1012 m3, which corresponds to
a drop in the areally averaged sea level of between 2 and
4 cm, comparable to the results of Springer et al. [1990] for
the entire tropical Pacific, as evidenced by Figure 3 of their
paper. The time series shown here have been filtered to
isolate the interannual signal in the following fashion. First,
a low-frequency function, consisting of the mean, trend,
quadratic, and an exponential term was fitted and removed.
Then the mean annual cycle was removed from the residual.
We know from equation (7) that the volume variability can
result from changes in mass, heat, or salt content in the
active layers of the model. We also know that there are
certain error or mismatch terms in each of these balances,
which result from the horizontal filtering applied within the
model for stability. In Figure 5, we have separated out the
Figure 4. Time series of water volume variability for
different latitude bands in the Pacific. The thick lines in
every panel are computed from the numerical model, and
the thin lines are computed from T/P altimetry. The long-
term mean, the trend, and the mean annual cycle have been
removed to show the interannual variability. The top panel
is for the latitude range 20S–20N, the second panel is for
5N–20N, the third panel is for 5S–5N, and the bottom
panel is for 20S–5S.
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error terms and grouped them together. The contributions
shown, then, are
V ¼ b
ZZ
HdAþ a
ZZ
 dAþ b
ZZ
 dA
ZZ Z
D dt dA;
ð11Þ
where
b
ZZ
H dA ¼ b
Z
VN þ VS  UE þ UWð Þdt ð12Þ
is the mass content contribution to the volume variability,
a
ZZ
 dA ¼ a
Z
qN þ qS  qE þ qW þ 1r0cp
ZZ
Q dA
 
dt
ð13Þ
is the heat content contribution to the volume variability,
b
ZZ
 dA ¼ b
Z
gN þ gS  gE þ gW þ
ZZ
S0 E Pð ÞdA
 
dt
ð14Þ
is the salt content contribution to the volume variability, andZ Z Z
D dt dA ¼ b
ZZ Z
DH dt dAþ a
ZZ Z
D dt dA
þ b
ZZ Z
D dt dA
ð15Þ
is the error term. It is clear from Figure 5 that the heat
content variability (equation (13)) is responsible for the
majority of the volume variability over the tropical Pacific
from 20S–20N. The contributions from salt and mass
content are actually less than the error term. The heat
content variability is correlated to the volume variability to
0.99 and accounts for 99.2% of its variance.
[28] The importance of horizontal fluxes of mass, heat,
and salt at the northern and southern faces of the 20S–
20N box and of the sea surface heat and freshwater fluxes
were evaluated using equation (7) to define the contributing
terms, forming composites of all the time series, and using
equations (9) and (10) to compute scalar indices for each.
Those resulting from equation (9) are shown in schematic
form in Figure 6. The volume of this box drops during
ENSO events, and the numbers shown are percentages of
this drop. For example, the outgoing heat flux at the sea
surface (cooling of the ocean) accounts for 65% of the total
drop in volume over the box. The other dominant term is the
northward heat flux at the 20N face, which accounts for
22% of the total volume loss. Only terms that contribute
more than 0.5% to the volume change are included here.
The continuity (mass flux) terms are smaller than this cut-
off and are not shown. The heat flux terms dominate, just as
the heat flux variability dominates the volume variability
(Figure 5), and the salt flux terms are typically 20% of their
Figure 6. Schematic of volume tendency effects for the
20S–20N box. The region is shown as an inclined plane.
The effects shown are the heat flux at the sea surface, Q; the
freshwater flux at the sea surface, E-P; heat fluxes across the
northern and southern faces, qN and qS; salt fluxes across
the northern and southern faces, gN and gS; and mismatches
in the temperature and salinity equations, D and D. Only
terms larger than 0.5% of the total 20S–20N volume
change are included in the schematic. The number next to
the arrow indicates the relative importance of each term.
Figure 5. Time series of the model volume variability and
its constituents for the 20S–20N box. The solid line in
both panels is the volume variability time series. The dashed
line in the top panel, nearly overlying the volume, is the
portion of the volume variability that is due to temperature
variability. The dash-dotted line on the top panel is the
volume variability due to salinity changes. In the bottom
panel, the dashed and dash-dotted lines are the volume
variability due to continuity effects (changes in mass within
the area) and mismatches from model filtering, respectively.
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corresponding heat flux terms, or even smaller. The eastern
and western faces of the box are coastlines, so there are no
fluxes across these faces.
[29] We therefore conclude that the heat content variabil-
ity in the model dominates the volume variability over
20S–20N. Further, we have found that there is a charac-
teristic drop in volume over this latitude range during ENSO
events, although we will later show that it is much less than
the volume lost from a narrower latitude band about the
equator. The dominant factors in this volume loss are the
upward heat flux at the sea surface and the poleward heat
fluxes at 20N and 20S, as shown in Figure 6. There are
other ways of approaching this same problem. J. M. Toole et
al. (On the time-dependent internal energy budgets of the
tropical warm water pools, submitted to Journal of Climate,
2002) (hereinafter referred to as Toole et al., submitted
manuscript, 2002) also found interannual variability in the
amount of warm pool water, but with the decrease begin-
ning at the time of minimum SOI. These authors note that
this is different than the results of Wyrtki [1985] and Meinen
and McPhaden [2000], although the reason for the phase
difference was not clear. The results we present here are
consistent with those earlier studies. We note that our
methods were quite different than those of Toole et al.
(submitted manuscript, 2002). Those authors were
concerned with the evolution of the mass of Indo-Pacific
water warmer than 28C, which is rather different from the
volume of water between specified latitude bands.
3.2. Meridional Redistribution
[30] As discussed earlier, previous studies [Miller and
Cheney, 1990; Springer et al., 1990] have argued that
volume lost from the near-equatorial region is largely
balanced by gain elsewhere within the tropics, particularly
in the northern tropical Pacific. This is in contrast to the
suggestion by Wyrtki [1985] that the tropics as a whole
experience volume loss. Our results to this point indicate
that the volume of the tropics does decrease sharply during
events, but we have only examined the tropics as a whole.
We will now discuss the redistribution of volume within the
tropical Pacific, again using the output of the numerical
model.
[31] To begin with we will look only at meridional
redistribution by zonally integrating the model sea level.
As previously noted, this method produced similar results
for both the numerical model and the T/P altimetry. Now we
apply the same technique to the entire model record, which
begins in 1958. Taking the zonal integral of sea level, a
function of longitude, latitude, and time, results in a
function of only latitude and time. The first EOF mode of
this function accounts for more than half of the variance and
is significant at the 95% level. The time series associated
with this first mode is shown in the top panel of Figure 7,
and we see that it captures the interannual signal of slow
build-up prior to ENSO events and sharp drops during
events. The interannual composite of the derivative of this
time series is similar to the SOI, with a correlation of 0.57.
The meridional pattern of this mode (not shown) has one
change of sign, at 8N, and a local minimum at 5S. The
lower panel of Figure 7 shows the covariance of the model
sea level at every horizontal grid point with the first mode
time series, and the 5S and 8N lines clearly divide distinct
regions of volume variability, with a local minimum at 5S,
and a sign change across 8N. These meridional divisions
can also be seen in the second multivariate EOF mode
computed by Alory and Delcroix [2002] using T/P altimetry
and a linear model. Later, we will look at the two-dimen-
sional redistribution. The bottom panel of Figure 7 shows
that the dateline is also a reasonable dividing line between
the regions of volume variability, and this is consistent with
the first multivariate EOF of Alory and Delcroix [2002]. For
now, though, we will examine the volume change in each of
three geographic boxes: 20S–5S, 5S–8N, and 8N–
20N, from the western to the eastern boundary, and the
redistribution terms between them.
[32] We previously found that the volume variability was
dominated by the heat content variability for the 20S–
20N box. This is also the case for the near-equatorial
(5S–8N) box (Figure 8), where the heat content term
correlates with the total volume change at 0.99 and accounts
for 96.9% of the total variance. The volume drops during
events for this box, between 1.5 and 2  1012 m3, again
correspond to a drop in areally averaged sea level, 6–8 cm,
which is comparable to the results of Springer et al. [1990],
as shown in their Figure 2. The variability of the heat
content in this box is due to a combination of the meridional
heat fluxes across 5S and 8N and the vertical heat flux at
the sea surface. The salt content variability, the mass content
variability, and the total error term are all small. This is not
due to any cancellation between the terms such as would be
Figure 7. First empirical orthogonal function (EOF) mode
of the zonal integral of the model sea surface height (SSH).
The top panel is the time series of this mode, normalized to
unit variance. The lower panel shows the covariance
between the model SSH at each point and the time series
in the upper panel.
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caused by mass or salt fluxes in the same direction at both
5S and 8N, but rather to the small impact of every term. In
the northern equatorial box (8N–20N) and the southern
equatorial box (20S–5S), the heat content variability once
again dominates the volume variability. The correlations are
0.98 for both boxes, and the heat content variability
accounts for 90.1% and 107.1% of the variance of the
volume in the northern and southern boxes, respectively.
The meridional fluxes at the northern and southern faces
both play an important role, but the importance of the sea
surface heat flux term is greatly decreased as compared to
the near-equatorial box.
[33] These results are summarized in schematic form in
Figure 9, using the scalar indices defined by equation (9).
The scalar indices defined by equation (10) give the same
spatial pattern. The sea surface heat flux is important only in
the near-equatorial region, where it accounts for 61% of the
volume change of the tropical (20S–20N) Pacific as a
whole. There are large northward fluxes across both 5S and
8N, at 55% and 122% of the tropical Pacific volume
change. The flux at 5S is the reason that the southern
equatorial region varies in the same sense as the near-
equatorial, with both losing volume during ENSO events,
and the volume gain in the northern equatorial region is
caused by the strong flux across 8N. These fluxes at 5S
and 8N have no impact on the volume variability of the
entire tropical Pacific, though; they are simply redistribution
terms. The poleward heat fluxes at 20N and 20S are the
same as in Figure 6. These results, along with the previously
noted reinterpretation of the UHSLC volume curve as the
volume from 6S–6N, resolve the apparent conflict be-
tween the results of Wyrtki [1985] and those of Miller and
Cheney [1990] and Springer et al. [1990]. Although there is
indeed a loss of volume from the tropics as a whole, this
loss term is significantly smaller than the exchanges be-
tween the near-equatorial band and the regions just outside
the equatorial band.
3.3. Zonal and Meridional Redistribution Patterns
[34] The tropical Pacific was further divided into six
boxes, based on the covariance between the model sea level
at each grid point and the first EOF mode of the zonally
integrated sea level. These boxes are shown in Figure 7. As
we have already seen for the tropical Pacific as a whole and
the meridional boxes, the volume variability in each of these
smaller boxes is again dominated by the heat content
variability (Figure 10), with correlations of 0.98 or higher
between the total volume change and the contribution of the
heat content term. Also, the heat content accounts for
between 84 and 110% of the total variance.
[35] The relative importance of the various terms, scaled
as percentages of the total 20S–20N volume change, are
indicated in schematic form in Figure 11. The scalar indices
shown are from equation (9), and the indices resulting from
equation (10) again show a very similar pattern. The
meridional fluxes east and west of the dateline at 20S
and 20N are not negligible, but the fluxes west of the
dateline are southward while the fluxes east of the dateline
are northward, so that the net meridional fluxes, integrated
from west to east, are relatively small, as we found in the
previous section. The heat flux at the sea surface, while an
important factor in the volume change of the tropical Pacific
Figure 9. Schematic of volume tendency effects for the
20S–20N box, subdivided at 5S and 8N. The region is
shown as an inclined plane. Only terms which are
equivalent to at least 3% of the 20S–20N volume change
are included here. This includes the heat fluxes at the sea
surface, Q; heat fluxes across the meridional faces, q; and
mismatches in the temperature equation, D. The number
next to the arrow indicates the relative importance of each
term.
Figure 8. Time series of the model volume variability and
its constituents for the 5S–8N box. The solid line in both
panels is the volume variability time series. The dashed line
in the top panel, nearly overlying the volume, is the portion
of the volume variability, which is accounted for by
temperature variability. The dash-dotted line on the top
panel is the volume variability due to salinity changes. In
the bottom panel, the dashed and dash-dotted lines are the
volume variability due to continuity effects (changes in
mass within the area) and mismatches from model filtering,
respectively.
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as a whole, is concentrated in the eastern near-equatorial
Pacific.
[36] The major signal, not surprisingly, is the strong
eastward heat flux across the dateline between 5S and
8N, which causes volume loss in the western near-equato-
rial Pacific and volume increase in the eastern Pacific. In the
eastern near-equatorial Pacific, this influx is countered by
strong sea surface cooling and by large poleward heat fluxes
at 8N and 5S. The net effect in this box is volume loss. In
the northeastern box, influxes across 8N and the dateline
cause a volume increase over the course of an ENSO event.
A smaller amount exits at 20N, so that the net effect for
this box is volume gain. This northward flux at 20N east of
the dateline is balanced by a southward heat flux at 20N
west of the dateline. The northwestern box also experiences
net volume gain as a result of the horizontal heat fluxes.
[37] South of the equator, there is net recirculation of heat
over the composite ENSO event. The southward heat flux
across 5S east of the dateline and the northward flux across
20S would cause volume gain in the southeastern region,
except that a larger amount of heat is fluxed westward
across the dateline, creating a net volume loss over ENSO
for this box. This westward flux increases the volume in the
southwestern box, but this is countered by a southward flux
across 20S in this region and a strong northward flux into
the western near-equatorial box across 5S. The net effect
for both the near-equatorial and southern boxes is volume
loss over the ENSO period, and the net effect for both of the
northern boxes is a roughly equal volume gain.
3.4. Model Robustness
[38] As these results depend on the output from a numer-
ical model rather than from observational data, questions of
reliability and applicability to the real world should be
carefully considered. The results presented thus far are from
a single run of the model, which we will refer to as the
standard run. In order to test the robustness of our results,
we compared multiple model runs in which either the model
physics or the forcing was different. First, our standard run
was forced by wind from the National Center for Environ-
mental Prediction (NCEP). Broad vertically integrated sea
level and sea surface temperature fields have previously
been compared between data and model output using a
variety of wind-forcing fields for the 1997–1998 ENSO
event [Hackert et al., 2001]. Here we do a similar compar-
ison between volume time series computed from model
output and those from the T/P altimetric sea surface heights
for a variety of wind fields and in a number of geographic
areas. In addition, though, one persistent result in every
geographic region examined in this study is that the volume
variability is dominated by variations in the heat content.
These are of course vertically integrated fields, but this
dominance of the heat content suggests that the mixed layer
dynamics may be important in the volume variability. We
Figure 11. Schematic of volume tendency effects for the
20S–20N box, subdivided at 180, 5S, and 8N. The
region is shown as an inclined plane. Only terms which are
equivalent to at least 10% of the 20S–20N volume
change are included here. This includes the heat flux at the
sea surface, Q, and heat fluxes across the zonal and
meridional faces, q. The number next to the arrow indicates
the relative importance of each term.
Figure 10. Comparison between the volume variability
( y axis) and the portion accounted for by temperature
variations (x axis) for the six geographic regions defined on
the figure. Each panel is simply a scatterplot, and the
correlation in all cases (not shown) is greater than 0.98.
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therefore completed a series of test runs in which the mixed
layer dynamics of the model were altered in order to further
to test the robustness of our results.
[39] To test the robustness to the wind-forcing fields, five
relatively short model runs were done using different wind
fields. These fields were from the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), the Euro-
pean Remote Sensing Satellites (ERS), Florida State Uni-
versity (FSU), NCEP, and the Special Sensor Microwave
Imager (SSM/I). The variances of the resulting volume time
series were in every case comparable to the volume com-
puted from the T/P altimetric data. Correlations with T/P
were greater than 0.61 for the 20S–20N region for every
wind field, and greater than 0.85 for the 5S–5N region.
[40] Several longer runs were also completed to test the
sensitivity of the volume variability to different mixed layer
dynamics. The standard run used the Chen et al. [1994]
hybrid mixing scheme. This scheme has a tunable parameter
that controls the degree of wind stirring, which is set to 1.25
in the standard run. Runs were completed with this param-
eter halved (0.6) and doubled (2.5), along with an additional
run with a fixed mixed layer depth of 50 m. The volume
time series were nearly indistinguishable between these runs
for the latitude ranges of 25S–15S, 15S–5S, 5S–5N,
5N–15N, and 15N–25N. All of these runs agreed well
with the T/P volume time series during the time period
when T/P data are available.
[41] In addition, all of the analyses of the relative
importance of the terms to the volume change and redis-
tribution, which were described above, were repeated for
the model runs with different mixed layer dynamics. The
resulting spatial patterns were nearly indistinguishable
from Figure 11. We conclude, therefore, that the large-
scale patterns of volume change and redistribution, at least
in terms of the vertically integrated quantities examined in
this paper, are robust to changes in wind-forcing and
mixed layer dynamics of the numerical model.
4. Summary and Conclusions
[42] Volume variability within any geographic region can
in theory result from changes in heat, salt, or mass content,
as in equation (7). We find, however, that the volume
variability is dominated by the heat content variability in
every geographic box examined in this study. Using ENSO
composite time series, we also conclude that volume is
indeed lost from the tropical Pacific as a whole (20S–
20N) over the course of an ENSO event, as suggested by
Wyrtki [1985]. This volume loss, however, is relatively
small compared to the redistribution in both the zonal and
meridional directions within the tropics, which agrees with
the findings ofMiller and Cheney [1990] and Springer et al.
[1990]. Our findings therefore reconcile the results of Miller
and Cheney [1990] and Springer et al. [1990] with the
earlier results of Wyrtki [1985]. The results of this paper are
based on the output of a numerical model, but the volume
time series agree well with volume from an areal integration
the T/P altimetric sea surface heights, and our results are
robust to variations in the wind-forcing and in the mixed
layer dynamics of the model, even if a simplistic 50-m-thick
fixed mixed layer is applied. In future work, we will focus
on further analysis of the largest signal and the redistribu-
tion of heat content within the tropical Pacific and we will
examine the three-dimensional pathways that lead to these
volume changes.
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